Ginkgo Candelabra Set
Hand forged; mild steel land silicon bronze with walnut support base
Karine & Matthew Maynard
Lawrenceburg, KY
The artist’s words:
The Ginkgo tree has survived since the time of the dinosaurs and its leaves are
beautiful in their grace and shape. This piece celebrates light and time by using
the Ginkgo as a design motif and as a symbol of life.

This set consists of three pieces: a long, horizontal candelabrum that measures almost
three feet wide and 14” high and two tall symmetrical candelabra that measure 12.5”
wide and 40” high. All three pieces are 5.5” deep.
The low wide candelabrum sits on the front of the open display stand and is flanked by
the two tall candelabras immediately behind. All three of the pieces consist of sinuous
ribbons and tendrils of dull grey metal that swirl and curl around a more static form. On
the long low piece, the form around which the tendrils travel is a thick arching vine or
branch that rises from the far left and touches down several inches short of the far right
edge where it curves gently upwards. Growing from the long the shoots that stem from
the main arching vine are gold fan-shaped ginkgo leaves. They have a central vein and
lightly scalloped arched tops. Their stems echo the left to right flow of the viny growth.
Five small grey candle cups rest on five golden drip pans, like handle-less teacups on
saucers, at varying heights along the length of the candelabrum.
The two tall candelabra are mirror images of each other so what is on the right side of
one will be on the left side of the other. They each consist of a single straight rod-like
element that is 40” high, the last 8” of which rise above a tangle of swirling tendrils.
These tall forms begin as flattened triangular forms emerging from the base of the
candelabrum, less than 12” thick. As they rise, the apex of the triangle is stretched
upwards and the shape grows thinner and rounder until it becomes a slender rod
topped by a candle cup and drip pan. Two more candle cups and drip pans perch on
tendrils emerging from the twining growth: one to the outside of the tall rod several
inches above the base and the other to the inside of that central rod, about halfway to
the top. A few gingko leaves sprout from a curved shoot to the inside of the lowest
candle cup. As in the low horizontal candelabrum, the main components are dark grey
with antique gold accents in the gingko leaves and saucer.
All three pieces rest upon low walnut bases. The warm tones of the wood echo the
warm notes of the gold accents. The gold saucers and leaves have a grayish patina so
that the contrast between the two metals is muted. The metal itself has a hammered
texture, tangible evidence of the artists’ tools.

